MEI® series 2000 combo acceptor
No matter how they pay,

consumers

will be satisfied.

➤

Credit cards

➤

Debit cards

➤

MEI coupons

➤

Bills

Cash and credit:
give consumers a choice and increase your sales
With the MEI series 2000
Combo Acceptor, your
vending machine can
handle whatever form
of payment your
customers prefer:
credit card, debit
card, cash or MEI
coupons. This kind
of convenience means
customers are more likely
to buy from you and less likely
to walk away empty-handed — increasing your sales and
helping you win and retain high-traffic locations.
Credit card and debit card consumers will appreciate the
convenience of paying with credit and the fast, secure
transactions that can be canceled with just the touch
of a button.

And since the combo acceptor features the MEI series
2000 — the industry’s best bill acceptor — consumers
who use cash will experience reliability, a high bill
acceptance rate, and convenience.
And if operators choose to offer them, consumers can
even pay with MEI coupons.
Vending operators get a robust, reliable system that
combines the industry’s best-selling bill acceptor with
a debris-resistant, swipe-style card reader. The unit fits
into existing mountings where MEI VN2512 full face bill
acceptors are used and is ideal for virtually any indoor
or outdoor location.

So give your customers a choice – and give
your business an advantage – with the
series 2000 combo acceptor from MEI.

www.meigroup.com

MEI® series 2000 combo acceptor
consumer- and operator-friendly features
make the mei combo acceptor ideal anytime, anywhere
Convenient payment
➤

Gives consumers more choices for
making purchases by accepting
credit cards, debit cards, cash
and MEI coupons

Features the MEI series 2000;
with over 2 million sold, it’s the
industry’s best bill acceptor

➤

Allows consumers to easily cancel
a transaction with the touch of one button
➤

Increase sales and site retention
➤

 ore payment options means fewer consumers walk away due to
M
a lack of cash

➤

 onvenience of payment results in greater volume of sales and
C
increased site retention

Installs easily
➤

F its existing mountings where MEI VN2512 full face bill
acceptors are used

➤

No additional openings to cut

➤

No need to choose between a bill acceptor and card reader

Compatible with other systems
➤

E xisting payment systems

➤

Vending management software systems

➤

MDB/DEX

➤

Interfaces with MEI EASITRAX® remote data port or equivalent

High-contrast display
➤

Easily visible in bright light to darkness for flexible placement

➤

E xplains all activity with easy-to-read two-line display

➤

Operates over full vending temperature range

Armored bezel
➤

Chrome-steel design prevents break-ins

➤

Protects against damage from corrosive elements, e.g. salt

➤

Water/salting resistant

➤

Ideal for outdoor placement including rainy, dusty or dirty locations

Resists coins and debris
➤

 wipe-style credit card reader and bill path resist
S
inadvertent coin insertion

➤

Self-clearing swipe design resists debris

Why choose MEI?
MEI is one of the world’s leading
manufacturers of electronic bill
acceptors, coin mechanisms and
other electronic payment systems.
Our customers rely on MEI
electronic payment systems for
more than 2 billion transactions per
week in 90 countries.
With over 35 years’ experience in
the vending industry, we continue to focus on building innovations
that benefit vending operators and bottlers. MEI payment systems’
technology is considered the most reliable choice in hundreds of
real-world applications and has earned the best performance
rating in the market.
The vending industry has seen a significant growth in cashless
transactions over the past several years. Credit and debit card
payment systems are rapidly becoming an important consumer
payment option. Call 800-345-8215 today or visit www.meigroup.com
to see how the MEI series 2000 combo acceptor can increase your
customers’ satisfaction and your bottom line.
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